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Abstract

Low-resource Machine Translation (MT) is
characterized by the scarce availability of train-
ing data and/or standardized evaluation bench-
marks. In the context of Dialectal Arabic,
recent works introduced several evaluation
benchmarks covering both Modern Standard
Arabic (MSA) and dialects, mapping, how-
ever, mostly to a single Indo-European lan-
guage – English. In this work, we introduce
a multi-lingual corpus consisting of 120,600
multi-parallel sentences in English, French,
German, Greek, Spanish, and MSA selected
from the OpenSubtitles corpus (Lison et al.,
2018), which were manually translated into
the North Levantine Arabic. By conducting
a series of training and fine-tuning experi-
ments, we explore how this novel resource
can contribute to the research on Arabic MT.
We make the dataset publicly available at
http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-5033 for
research purposes.

1 Introduction

Levantine Arabic is considered one of the core units
within the Arabic dialectal continuum. It can be
divided into at least three dialectal regions (Al-Wer
and de Jong, 2017) but the most notable division
within this group lies between South Levantine
(Palestinian) and North Levantine (based on the
urban speech of mainly Beirut and Damascus) with
clear differences between the two (Kwaik et al.,
2018). At the same time, North Levantine Ara-
bic (also called Syrian or Shami) is perceived as
a clearly established linguistic unit with a positive
evaluation and perception (Ghobain, 2017).

In the field of Natural Language Processing,
North Levantine Arabic is, similarly to other Arabic
dialects, considered a low-resource language. It is
mainly used for daily speech, and written resources
are very scarce. Formal texts are almost exclu-
sively written in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA).
Recently, written North Levantine Arabic started
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eng
My passport is there, along with some papers.

Who’s eating my dumplings?

fra
Il y a mon passeport et des papiers dedans.

Qui mange mes dumplings ?

deu
Dort drin ist mein Pass und einige Papiere.

Wer isst meine Klöße?

ell
κεί είναι το διαβατήριό μου και μερικά έγγραφα.

Πoιoς τρώει τα vτάμπλιv μoυ

spa
Dentro está mi pasaporte, además de unos papeles.

¿Quién se come mis dumplings?

Table 1: Samples from the multi-parallel corpus in-
troduced in this work. Translations in the Indo-
European languages and MSA were obtained from the
OpenSubtitles-v2018 corpus, and the ones in North Lev-
antine Arabic (apc) were manually translated from MSA
(arb).

to appear in texts posted to social networks that
became a useful resource of monolingual datasets
for several dialects of Arabic (Abdul-Mageed et al.,
2020). Parallel datasets are even scarcer.

In this paper, we introduce a novel multi-parallel
corpus where North Levantine Arabic is paired
with MSA and several Indo-European languages
(English, French, German, Greek, and Spanish).
The corpus contains roughly 1 million words on the
English side. By targeting the subset of the multi-
parallel OpenSubtitles-v2018 (Lison et al., 2018)
dataset, we ensure that with a single round of trans-
lation, we can achieve the desired multi-lingual,
multi-parallel mapping between MSA, Dialectal
Arabic and several Indo-European languages. Con-
sidering that the OpenSubtitles dataset consists of
lines from movie subtitles1, it should well represent
the “everyday dialogue” domain, where the Arabic

1https://www.opensubtitles.org
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dialects are most commonly used.

2 Related Work

In their pioneer work, Zbib et al. (2012) introduced
a parallel Levantine-English corpus of 138k sen-
tences suitable for training MT systems. The Lev-
antine sentences were extracted from Arabic we-
blogs and online user groups and translated into
English. In follow-up work, Bouamor et al. (2014)
translated 2,000 sentences from the Egyptian-
English corpus introduced by Zbib et al. (2012)
into several Arabic Dialects (including North Lev-
antine Arabic), creating the first multi-parallel cor-
pus of multi-dialectal Arabic. The multi-parallel
aspects were further explored (e.g., Bouamor et al.,
2018) and the data were compiled into standardized
benchmarks (e.g., Sajjad et al., 2020; Nagoudi et al.,
2023; Abdelali et al., 2023). Arab-Acquis (Habash
et al., 2017) matched multi-parallel corpus of 22
European languages with human translations into
MSA – dialectical aspects were not considered.
The exploitation of the OpenSubtitles corpus in
the context of Arabic MT was previously explored
by Nagoudi et al. (2022), who used it to sample
training/testing data for translation from four lan-
guages (English, French, German, and Russian)
into MSA and Alhafni et al. (2022) who sampled
English-MSA sentence pairs for the extended Ara-
bic Parallel Gender Corpus (APGC v2.0).

3 Data preparation

As a first step, we filtered the OpenSubtitles-v2018
corpus by identifying lines that are available in all
of the desired languages (MSA, English, French,
German, Greek, and Spanish), obtaining 3,661,627
sentences. Subsequently, a number of additional
filters (for convenience, we applied filters to the
English side) were applied:

1. Sentences containing vulgar words (based on
a hand-crafted list) were removed.

2. Sentences containing non-standard characters
were removed – only punctuation marks, En-
glish alphabet letters and digits were allowed.

3. To avoid incomplete sentences, only sentences
that start with a capital letter were kept.

4. Very similar sentences were discarded by low-
ercasing the text, removing punctuation and
digits, and removing the duplicates. The goal
was not to translate similar sentences like
Good morning and Good morning! or I was
born in 1961 and I was born in 1983.

Language ISO 639-3 code #Words
North Levantine Arabic apc 738,812
Modern Standard Arabic arb 802,313
English eng 999,193
French fra 956,208
German deu 940,234
Greek ell 869,543
Spanish spa 920,922

Table 2: Word-level statistics of the multi-parallel cor-
pus of North Levantine Arabic introduced in this work.

5. To assure the inner variance and semantic rich-
ness of the translated text, sentences with less
than two words, ones containing very rare
words, and sentences with a high proportion
of frequent words (frequency-based approach
with a manual filtering step) were removed.

Those heuristics were necessary to both filter out
low-quality sentences and to down-sample the set
of translation candidates to fit within the available
budget. We acknowledge that potentially valuable,
semantically rich utterances that e.g., do not start
with a capital letter, may have been dropped.

After those filtering steps, we ended up with
120,771 sentences. Before the translation, an ad-
ditional corpus-wise filtering step was applied by
removing multi-parallel lines where: English char-
acters appear in the Arabic sentence, Arabic char-
acters appear in the English sentence, or Arabic
characters appear in a particular sentence for all of
the Indo-European languages. The final size of the
corpus is equal to 120,600 lines that were manually
translated into the North Levantine Arabic dialect.

The translation was performed by native speak-
ers of the dialect through a professional transla-
tion company without using any MT or CAT tool.
Considering the lack of official spelling standards
for Levantine, we did not provide the translators
with specific orthographic guidelines (Habash et al.,
2018), but rather relayed on their expertise, ask-
ing only for internal consistency. First, a sample
of 1,000 sentences was translated independently
from English and from MSA. No difference in
translation quality was observed (assessed by au-
thors of the paper – speakers of North Levantine
Arabic). Therefore, all the remaining sentences
were translated from MSA (this direction was less
costly). The translation was done in batches of
5,000 sentences, and the quality of the translation
was checked after each batch (again by the authors
of the paper – speakers of the dialect). In order
to quantitatively measure the impact of the source
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language, we computed the Overlap Coefficient
(OC) (Bouamor et al., 2014) for the samples of
1,000 sentences that were used initially2. The OC
value measures the percentage of lexical overlap be-
tween the vocabularies of two languages (dialects).
The OC similarity between the MSA source trans-
lated into apc target equals 35.95, and the one be-
tween the (parallel) MSA and the target apc when
translating from English equals 26.85. To put those
numbers into context, the OC value between the
1,000 sentences in MSA and Syrian that were in-
dependently translated from Egyptian by Bouamor
et al. (2014) equals 39.85. Those results indicate
that the variety in the apc output may have been
slightly reduced by translating from MSA. How-
ever, it should be mentioned that we compare dis-
joint sets of sentences, and there is not enough data
to say how this affects the downstream tasks, such
as MT.

Sentence samples (multi-parallel lines) are pre-
sented in Table 1, and some corpus-wise word-level
statistics are presented in Table 2.

4 MT Experiments

In order to demonstrate the validity of the corpus,
we conducted a number of MT experiments and
evaluations.

Baselines and Metrics We report the perfor-
mance of two well-established baselines: a mul-
tilingual NLLB model (Costa-jussà et al., 2022),
using the facebook/nllb-200-distilled-600M
variant (600M parameters) from the Transform-
ers (Wolf et al., 2020) package, and uni-directional
models (depending on the language pair, between
76M and 240M parameters) provided by the
Helsinki-NLP group (Tiedemann, 2020). To in-
dicate to what extent MSA can be used when the
dialectal system is not available, we translate into
both arb (e.g., Opusarb ) and apc, always using
the apc files as reference. We measure the output
quality by reporting the surface-level chrF++3 met-
ric (Popović, 2015), and the trainable, estimator-
based COMET4 metric (Rei et al., 2020).

Testing data In Table 3, we report performance
on the test split of FLORES-200 (Costa-jussà
et al., 2022), which consists of professional trans-
lation of sentences sampled from the English

2We have normalized and tokenized the sentences with the
CAMeL Tools (Obeid et al., 2020) package.

3
nrefs:1|case:mixed|eff:yes|nc:6|nw:2|space:no|version:2.3.1

4Model signature: Unbabel/wmt22-comet-da

Wikipedia. In Table 4, we report on the subset5of
MADAR (Bouamor et al., 2018), which was cre-
ated by translating sentences from the Basic Trav-
eling Expression Corpus (Takezawa et al., 2007)
into several country- and city-level Arabic dialects.
Since the original English and French versions of
the corpus are not directly available6, we use only
the English side, as provided by the AraBench (Saj-
jad et al., 2020) benchmark. We report only on the
test-sets corresponding to Damascus and Aleppo,
as we were unable to directly match the Beirut one
from MADAR to the English file in AraBench.

North Levantine Corpus In order to demonstrate
the importance of pre-training, we train (BaseML)
a multi-lingual Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017)
model from scratch, training with the default
transformer-big configuration (200M parame-
ters) from the Marian toolkit (Junczys-Dowmunt
et al., 2018) on the multi-parallel corpus intro-
duced in this work. We use the source-tagging
approach (Johnson et al., 2017), training on all (84)
available directions, with an early stopping applied
if chrF++ on FLORES-200 dev-set ceases to im-
prove for 10 consecutive evaluations.

Furthermore, we use it to fine-tune both Opus
(OpusFT) and NLLB (NLLBFT) models. For
uni-directional Opus models, we use only mono-
directional data (e.g., apc-ell) and the recom-
mended7 parameters. We fine-tune the NLLB
model on the apc-centric data (i.e., on all of the
available directions with apc as source and target)
using AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019) op-
timizer with a constant learning rate of 1e-5, ob-
taining the best results after a single epoch of fine-
tuning.

5 Results

Automatic metrics The BaseML system trained
from scratch achieves the lowest scores on both test-
sets. On average, the larger, multi-lingual NLLB
model achieves better scores than the Opus mod-
els. Translating into arb gives consistently higher
scores for sentences from the FLORES-200 test-set,
but lower ones for sentences from MADAR. We
attribute this to the vastly different nature of those
test-sets. Sentences in FLORES-200 are long, with

5Lines marked as corpus-6-test-corpus-26-test
6https://camel.abudhabi.nyu.edu/

madar-parallel-corpus
7https://github.com/Helsinki-NLP/

OPUS-MT-train/blob/master/finetune
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. . .→apc arb eng fra deu ell spa
ChrF COMET ChrF COMET ChrF COMET ChrF COMET ChrF COMET ChrF COMET

Opusarb - - 51.47 .836 38.54 .800 42.98 .799 30.87 .745 35.87 .791
Opusapc - - 50.55 .825 38.28 .795 37.54 .749 - - 34.77 .777
OpusFT - - 48.48 .786 35.70 .725 39.24 .730 31.47 .698 33.56 .722
BaseML 13.17 .449 12.55 .431 12.61 .425 12.42 .414 12.45 .437 12.44 .427
NLLBarb 47.72 .882 45.38 .824 39.05 .800 38.68 .787 35.79 .784 36.21 .794
NLLBapc 44.12 .832 43.43 .795 37.03 .759 36.22 .735 33.63 .743 34.47 .756
NLLBFT 49.60 .823 44.50 .773 38.11 .737 36.96 .718 35.46 .731 36.09 .739
apc→. . .
Opus - - 58.13 .803 47.43 .705 46.33 .736 37.28 .750 41.42 .718
OpusFT - - 60.53 .837 47.37 .730 48.70 .769 37.24 .773 41.66 .749
BaseML 12.08 .425 16.92 .427 15.26 .357 15.80 .325 13.44 .420 16.24 .391
NLLB 50.16 .854 59.97 .833 53.15 .783 47.19 .757 41.25 .818 44.96 .785
NLLBFT 50.51 .854 58.19 .831 50.99 .777 45.39 .749 39.96 .811 44.26 .781

Table 3: Evaluation results on the FLORES-200 test-set. The two highest-scoring systems in each column are
bolded independently for apc source/target. Underlined numbers correspond to a copy-source system. The Greek
Opus model does not support dialectal Arabic in the output.

eng→apc Damascus Aleppo
ChrF COMET ChrF COMET

Opusarb 26.09 .770 25.64 .761
Opusapc 26.32 .757 25.71 .748
OpusFT 38.50 .754 40.57 .765
BaseML 19.01 .599 18.78 .599
NLLBarb 24.58 .761 24.68 .753
NLLBapc 33.04 .738 33.25 .739
NLLBFT 37.77 .756 37.30 .756
apc→eng
Opus 38.53 .689 39.08 .675
OpusFT 51.09 .795 51.27 .780
BaseML 29.08 .600 26.92 .576
NLLB 56.21 .823 57.11 .815
NLLBFT 52.91 .821 54.74 .804

Table 4: Evaluation results on the subset of MADAR
test-set. The two highest-scoring systems in each col-
umn are bolded independently for apc source/target.

a high proportion of named entities (e.g., Through-
out 1960s, Brzezinski worked for John F. Kennedy
as his advisor and then the Lyndon B. Johnson ad-
ministration.), while the ones in MADAR are short
and simple (e.g., Here is my passport. or Does that
include tax?).

The effects of fine-tuning on the corpus that we
introduce highlight the difficulties of low-resource
MT. On the MADAR test-set, coming from a simi-
lar domain as the resource introduced in this work,
significant improvements can be observed when
translating into apc – both for Opus (26.32→38.50)
and NLLB (33.04→37.77) models. Similar be-
havior can be observed for the Opus model when
translating into English (38.53→51.09). However,
that is not the case for the NLLB model. It is
possible that a comparable amount of dialectal

MADAR arb apc apc FT
NLLB 2.23 ± .30 2.03 ± .08 1.54 ± .21
Opus 2.07 ± .10 2.01 ± .21 1.25 ± .25
FLORES
NLLB 2.07 ± .51 2.14 ± .23 1.72 ± .37
Opus 1.98 ± .19 2.02 ± .24 1.57 ± .34

Table 5: Results of the human evaluation. Scores indi-
cate an average rank assigned to a sentence (lower =
better). The lowest-ranked output in each row is bolded.

Arabic (mixed with MSA) has already been seen
on the source side during training, and more so-
phisticated fine-tuning schemas are required. On
the FLORES-200 test-set (different domain), mi-
nor improvements can be observed for the NLLB
model (on average, +1.97 ChrF when translating
into apc ), with inconsistent results for the Opus
models (37.54→39.24 when translating from deu
but 34.77→33.56 when translating from spa).

Human evaluation In order to verify the observa-
tions based on automatic metrics, a round of human
evaluation was conducted. Two apc speakers were
tasked with ranking outputs (translations of the
same English sentence) from three systems: one
translating into arb, one into apc, and the third
one obtained by fine-tuning on the corpus intro-
duced in this work (apc FT), in the context of
the English source. The ranking procedure was
done independently for both test-sets and both base-
line models: NLLB and Opus – our intention was
not to compare different MT models but to inves-
tigate subtle differences in the translation process.
Each annotator scored 200 sentences sampled from
FLORES-200 (100 unique and 100 from a control
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batch used to compute agreement) and 140 sam-
pled from MADAR (60 unique and 80 common).
Sentences and model outputs were shuffled to avoid
positional bias. Annotators were asked to consider
both fluency and adequacy of translations but to
prefer the dialectal output. They were not explicitly
informed that one of the translations was into arb,
giving them the opportunity to rank it higher if the
translation was perceived as more natural in the
context, e.g., when translating scientific terms or if
the dialectal output was ungrammatical.

The cumulative results are summarized in Ta-
ble 5. In every case, on average, the output of the
fine-tuned model is considered the best. On the
MADAR test-set, with simple sentences, apc out-
put is preferred, while on the FLORES-200 one,
with long and complex ones, arb output is pre-
ferred. The raw inter-annotator agreement (the pro-
portion of times both annotators ranked the same
sentence equally) equals 0.52, and Cohen’s κ, com-
puted8 with the WMT formulation for rank-based
evaluation (Bojar et al., 2016), equals 0.39, indi-
cating (Landis and Koch, 1977) a “fair/moderate”
agreement.

6 Conclusions

In this work, a novel, multi-parallel corpus of North
Levantine Arabic, based on the OpenSubtitles-
v2018 dataset, is introduced. By fine-tuning well-
established baseline MT models, we show that the
dialectal aspects of language are partially orthog-
onal to the domain-specific properties – a dialect-
specific model fine-tuned on data from a particular
domain may perform worse than a more generic
model if a domain shift occurs during testing. How-
ever, human evaluation confirms that the dialect-
specific aspects of the output are still ranked higher
and more appreciated by the final users of the MT
system.
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Limitations

Multi-parallel alignment. While a number of
steps were taken to ensure the quality of the transla-
tions provided, it is possible that the multi-parallel
alignments may not be perfect with languages dif-
ferent from the one that was used as a source. The
OpenSubtitles corpus that we sub-sample from was
created semi-automatically.

Multi- vs Uni-directional fine-tuning. When fine-
tuning the NLLB model, we use data from all di-
rections – with apc as the source and as the target.
One could also consider uni-directional fine-tuning,
e.g., only on the spa-apc direction (we explore this
variant with the Opus models).

Fine-tuning on mixed data. In our experiments,
we use only the corpus introduced in this work
for fine-tuning. Better results could be potentially
obtained by using mixed data – either with other
dialectal datasets or with samples from the high-
resource arb.
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